
DWELL 
TREBLE • WHITE DRAWER CONSOLE  
£399

This white gloss and glass option is 
unique both in style, with its apparent 
floating top, and in function, having 
a central handless drawer for you to 
quickly sweep all your pens and paper 
into. Keeping up the appearance of 
minimalist living to visitors has never 
been simpler. Two sheets of 10mm 
thick toughened glass flank the sides 
of the drawer for stability. Place it up 
against a white wall and you will hardly 
see it. A simplistically unobtrusive 
piece if you have to use part of your 
bedroom for work or study that won’t 
compromise the look of your sanctuary 
and could double as a dressing table.
w 120 cm x d 40 cm x h 73 cm 
www.dwell.co.uk

If you also want a comfortable, back-
friendly chair upon which you can 
spend hours constructing your blog or 
typing your thesis, try an ergonomic 
kneeling chair. Traditionally this 
type of chair does not have a back 
rest, which means it can be stashed 
sideways underneath a console table 
when not in use – you will hardly 
know you have a desk and chair in the 
room. Although like everything in life 
the kneeling chair has also evolved to 
include versions with back rests too. 

Check out the range at Varier 
(varierfurniture.com). I also found a 
reasonably priced option at Cinius 
(www.shopcinius.com) (see inset). 
This is, in fact, the model I use when 
writing. There are many types for 
sale on Amazon.co.uk to suit most 
budgets, where the two chair retailers 
mentioned above also sell their wares.

CINIUS Professional 
Ergonomic Kneeling 
Chair. Available in 
several colours on 
www.shopcinius.com.  
Also available on 
Amazon.co.uk priced 
at £124 including 
UK delivery.

The laptop may be precisely 
named for perching on your 
lap, but however you try 
and sit – legs outstretched, 

legs crossed, lying on the your front, 
or on your side – you never really 
manage to find that sweet spot that 
you can maintain for very long

Neither does that Heath Robinson-
type contraption you purchased 
from China on Amazon solve the 
problem. You try to type whilst the 
laptop dangles above you in bed, but 
there’s something about trying to defy 
gravity and type upside down that 
doesn’t feel right, unless you have 
just returned from a six months’ stint 
on the International Space Station.    

With sky high property prices, most 
people do not have the luxury of a 
dedicated study with a roomy desk 
and high-backed chair that can be 
hidden behind closed doors. Therefore, 
reluctant to spoil your minimal, 
retro-vintage, Danish-inspired, 
industrial or shabby-chic interior 

STUDY
space
Hunched over a laptop on the floor, sofa or bed when 
there is no space for a desk is hardly ever comfortable. 
The humble console table is a much better option. 
Margaret Murphy gives her top three selection of 
console tables (as well as a stashable chair) available 
this month on the High Street.

with an unsightly desk, you use the 
laptop as its name instructs you to. 
But you don’t have to suffer this.

The console table is not just for a 
key bowl and vase of flowers in the 
hallway. With its compact, shallow 
depth, it can be an unobtrusive 
addition in the living room or 
bedroom, but you need to hunt 
around for the right type. Many 
console tables have a shelf at the 
bottom for shoes or storage boxes 
or…something, but definitely not for 
legs or feet, so I skipped over those 
models. My three choices have the 
type of legs or base frame that allows 
you to sit comfortably with your legs 
underneath, combined with a stylish 
design that you will be proud to have 
on show, even in the bedroom. My 
first, and most expensive, choice is a 
combination of rustic and industrial, 
my second choice is a modern white 
gloss option, and my third and least 
expensive choice is as unobtrusive 
as it was possible to find – glass.   

LOMBOK 
BAXTER • SAWN TEAK CONSOLE 
£650

This gorgeous table is top of my list, 
in terms of style and value for money 
for such a quality piece. You won’t get 
a whiff of MDF or find a slice of veneer 
anywhere in here. It shouts solid. This 
table makes a comfortable desk with 
a good height and is wide enough to 
spread yourself out. The warm-toned 
top is crafted from a 12 cm thick slab of 
solid teak, beautifully sawn at the ends 
to reveal the detail in the wood. A pair 
of chunky vintage-look iron leg frames 
inlay perfectly into the front and back of 
the slab. The perfect choice if you can’t 
decide between industrial and rustic. 
Prolonged use in your best long-sleeved 
cashmere is probably not a good idea.
w 140 cm x d 40 cm x h 78 cm
www.lombok.co.uk

HABITAT 
GALA • CLEAR GLASS CONSOLE 
£250

My least expensive option, but by no 
means the least desirable, is clear. 
It’s all glass. A Habitat exclusive, this 
contemporary table is crafted from a 
single slender sheet of clear tempered 
glass. Perfect to maintain the look of 
your minimalistic, light and airy living 
or sleeping space. A little narrower 
in depth and width than my other 
choices, so if it has to be positioned up 
against a wall it is more likely to be 
suitable for less willowy folk (Habitat 
has a full-sized desk in this range 
for tall people but that’s for another 
day and another article). I’m not sure 
how the smooth surface will fare in 
terms of scratches under movement 
of your laptop and other gadgets, but 
for the price it is certainly better than 
sitting with the laptop on your lap.
w 113 cm x d 38 cm x h 78.5 cm
www.habitat.co.uk ●
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 THIS MONTH ON THE HIGH STREET STUDY SPACE


